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Deloitte. 
To the Shareholders of CompAM FUND 

49, Avenue J.F. Kennedy 

L - 1855 Luxembourg 

Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg 

Opinion 

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT 

Deloitte Audit 
Societe a responsabilite limitee 
20, Boulevard de Kockelscheuer 
L-1821 Luxembourg 
BP 1173 
L-1011 Luxembourg 

Tel: +352 451 451 
www.deloltte.lu 

We have audited the financial statements of CompAM FUND (the "Fund"} and of each of its sub-funds, which comprise 

the statement of net assets and the portfolio as at 31 December 2019 and the statement of operations and changes in 

net assets for the year then ended, and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting 

policies. 

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Fund and 

of each of its sub-funds as at December 31, 2019, and of the results of their operations and changes in their net assets 

for the year then ended in accordance with Luxembourg legal and regulatory requirements relating to the preparation 

and presentation of the financial statements. 

Basis for Opinion 

We conducted our audit in accordance with the Law of 23 July 2016 on the audit profession (Law of 23 July 2016) and 

with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) as adopted for Luxembourg by the Commission de Surveillance du 

Secteur Financier (CSSF}. Our responsibilities under the Law of 23 July 2016 and ISAs as adopted for Luxembourg by 

the CSSF are further described in the "Responsibilities of the Reviseur d'Entreprises Agree for the Audit of the Financial 

Statements• section of our report. We are also independent of the Fund in accordance with the International Ethics 

Standards Board for Accountants' Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (IESBA Code) as adopted for 

Luxembourg by the CSSF together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial 

statements, and have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities under those ethical requirements. We believe that the 

audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. 

Other information 

The Board of Directors of the Fund is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the 

information stated in the annual report but does not include the financial statements and our report of the Reviseur 

d'Entreprises Agree thereon. 

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express any form of 

assurance conclusion thereon. 
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Deloitte. 
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing 

so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge 

obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, we 

conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report this fact. We have 

nothing to report in this regard. 

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors of the Fund for the Financial Statements 

The Board of Directors of the Fund is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements 

in accordance with Luxembourg legal and regulatory requirements relating to the preparation and presentation of 

the financial statements, and for such internal control as the Board of Directors of the Fund determines is necessary 

to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or 

error. 

In preparing the financial statements, the Board of Directors of the Fund is responsible for assessing the Fund's 

ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going 

concern basis of accounting unless the Board of Directors of the Fund either intends to liquidate the Fund or to 

cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so. 

Responsibilities of the Reviseur d'Entreprises Agree for the Audit of the Financial Statements 

The objectives of our audit are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are 

free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue a report of the Reviseur d'Entreprises 

Agree that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit 

conducted in accordance with the Law dated 23 July 2016 and with ISAs as adopted for Luxembourg by the CSSF will 

always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered 

material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of 

users taken on the basis of these financial statements. 

As part of an audit in accordance with the Law dated 23 July 2016 and with ISAs as adopted for Luxembourg by the 

CSSF, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also: 

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, 

design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and 

appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from 

fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, 

misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 
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• Conclude on the appropriateness of the Board of Directors of the Fund use of the going concern basis of 

accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or 

conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Fund's ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that 

a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our report of the Reviseur d'Entreprises Agree 

to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. 

Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our report of the Reviseur 

d'Entreprises Agree. However, future events or conditions may cause the Fund to cease to continue as a going 

concern. 

• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures, and 

whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair 

presentation. 

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of 

the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our 

audit. 

We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical 

requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may 

reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards. 

Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements 

The management report is consistent with the financial statements and has been prepared in accordance with 

applicable legal requirements. 

For Deloitte Audit, Cabinet de revision agree 

Justin Griffiths, Reviseur d'entreprises <gree 

Partner 

30 April 2020 
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Board of Directors Report 
In hindsight, 2019 was a positive year for financial markets with most asset classes delivering positive 
returns.  
The year just passed was characterized by 1) a return of positive monetary stimulus from the developed 
markets central banks 2) strong equity markets (especially in the last quarter) 3) the ongoing dispute 
between US and China on trade 4) a strong dollar. 
Global equities had excellent performances with the MSCI Global Index in USD at +28.44% YTD. In the US 
most indices closed the year just passed at historical record levels. The S&P ended the year with a positive 
total return of +31.48%. After some temporary weakness at the end of the summer, the tech heavy Nasdaq 
index recovered all the lost ground and finished the year +36.74% YTD. Europe and Japan underperformed 
in the first half of the year. During the summer a rotation towards value segments of the markets gave 
them a boost. Both recorded very good year end numbers, with the DJ Stoxx600 +27.75% YTD and the 
Nikkei 225 +20.69% YTD. Due to the strong dollar and uncertainty on global growth and economic growth, 
EM equities underperformed. Notwithstanding the USD based, MSCI Emerging Markets recorded a good 
year at +18.63% YTD. For the second year in a row, Brazil reported one of the best performances in local 
currencies around the globe with the Bovespa Index up +31.58% in BRL. The real surprise this year was 
Russia:  also thanks to the rally of the Oil price (around +30% YTD) the RTS index closed 2019 at +56.08% 
in USD. 
In spite of generalized weakening of economic and earnings data, accommodative monetary policy created 
a positive environment for risky asset classes and fixed income investments. During the summer of the 
year just passed, we touched a record number of bonds yielding negative nominal rates at around 17 
trillion USD, a majority of which in Europe and Japan. We witnessed both a rally in fixed income securities 
and a strong tightening of corporate spreads. The end of the year numbers see the Barclays Global Agg. 
Corp in EUR at 9.25% YTD, the Barclays Pan European High Yield at +12.29% and another impressive result 
from US HY credits with Barclays US Corp High Yield at 14.32% in USD. We observed a similar trend in EM 
fixed income with the iShares JPMorgan USD Emerging at +15.48%. 
The 10 year Treasury ended the year at 1.919% (2.685% at the end of 2018) while the 10y Bund closed in 
negative territory at -0.185% (+0.242% in December 2018). At the beginning of the year, bond markets 
discounted better economic conditions than actually realized during 2019. A more dovish FED caused 
some tightening of the treasury curve in the first place with a flattening of the mid to long sector. At the 
end of the year, a benign resolution of “phase one” trade deal between China and US and a final say on 
Brexit brought more sanguine economic outlook for a better 2020 and the curves steepened to some 
extent. Central Banks in Europe and Japan continued their quantitative easing (the ECB lowered the refi 
rate to -0.5% and restarted the QE program). The Federal Reserve System reversed its path of 2018 cutting 
rates and a rebuilding a bigger balance sheet via repo transactions and “non-QE” purchases of T-bills. As 
an aside, Italian 10y BTPs weathered the usual political instability of the country pretty well, and ended 
the year at 1.409 (2.742% in 2018). 
After a bad year 2018, commodities had a positive year too: the Bloomberg Commodity Index gained 
5.44%. Its main component, Oil, was up 30.24% in the year outperforming all industrial metals. In spite of 
higher rates, Gold had a good year with a performance of +18.82% in USD.  
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Index        Performance     Currency Description___________________ 
MSCI World                                      25.19%             USD       Global Equities DM 
S&P 500                                                   28.88%                USD       US large cap stocks 
STOXX Europe 600 index                       20.76%                EUR       EU large cap stocks 
FTSE 100                                                 12.10%                GBP       UK large cap stocks 
FTSE Mib                                                 28.23%              EUR       ITALY large cap stocks 
NIKKEI 225                                             20.93%               JPY         JAPAN large cap stocks 
HFR Global Hedge Fund Index            8.03%                  USD       Global hedge funds 
MSCI Emerging Markets                      15.90%               USD       MSCI Emerging Markets 
BBG Barclays Global Agg Corp            6.24%                  USD       Global Corporate Bonds 
BBG Barclays EM Hard Currency        11.51%                USD       Emerging Markets corporate bonds 
BBG Barclays European HY                  12.77%                EUR       European High Yield 
USD/EUR                                                -1.94% 
 
Within this context, we managed to deliver in line and satisfactory returns within the asset classes of 
reference of each Sub-fund. 
 
During the year 2019, two Sub-Funds, notably CompAM Fund-Active Short Term Bond and CompAM Fund-
Balanced Portfolio have been merged into the Sub-Fund CompAM Fund-Active Bond Plus.   
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  YE  2018 YE 2019 Delta 18-19 

Sub-funds AUM AUM AUM 

Active Emerging Credit                        56,046,650                         55,810,718  -235,932  

Active Global Long/Short                           9,836,710                         12,642,691  2,805,981  

Active Liquid Strategy                         58,280,628                         31,019,843  -27,260,785  

Active European Credit                        59,690,593                         53,635,803  -6,054,789  

Balanced Portfolio*                        21,160,871                                                 -    -21,160,871  

Active Short Term Bond*                           8,963,300                                                 -    -8,963,300  

SB Convex                        10,705,895                         16,622,794  5,916,899  

SB Equity                        13,641,721                         17,823,411  4,181,691  

SB Flexible                           4,228,179                            3,516,898  -711,280  

SB Bond                        26,608,443                         28,150,847  1,542,404  

Active Bond Plus                           4,012,893                         22,307,948  18,295,055  

European High Yield Bond                           7,474,534                            8,294,182  819,648  

Global Diversified                        37,958,859                         29,964,458  -7,994,402  

Active Equity Selection                        13,038,631                         13,595,192  556,561  

Active Global Equity                        24,214,055                         27,654,885  3,440,830  

Active Market Neutral                                153,666                                 855,134  701,468  

Flexible Bond                        28,186,518                         17,305,864  -10,880,654  

Cadence Strategic Asia                        69,942,351                         99,957,728                         30,015,377  

Equilibrium                        23,021,396                         15,832,440  -7,188,956  

Global Flexible Blend                           2,332,465                            4,816,223  2,483,758  

Ginga Long/Short Japan                        12,048,604                         11,460,339  -588,265  

Double Action Focus**                                                -                              2,936,584  2,936,584  

Total EUR 491,546,962  474,203,993  -17,342,969  
 
 
 
 
 

 YE  2018 YE 2019 Delta 18-19 

Sub-funds AUM AUM AUM 

Active Dollar Bond                        27,301,604                         25,680,928  -1,620,675  

Adventis Pan-Africa Equity                           1,818,284                            3,046,755  1,228,291  

Total USD                        29,119,888                         28,727,503  -392,385  
 
 
 
* Sub-Fund merged into CompAM FUND - Active Bond Plus on 30 August 2019. 
** Launched on 10 April 2019. 
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Performance of the Sub-funds 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 2019 Class 

Active Emerging Credit 4.02% 2.10% -1.01% 1.74% 6.95% M 

Active Global Long/Short 1.82% 0.24% -2.10% -1.18% -1.25% M 

Active Liquid Strategy 0.60% 0.49% 1.41% 4.37% 7.00% M 

Active European Credit 1.49% 1.63% 2.01% 1.95% 7.27% M 

Active Dollar Bond 3.56% 2.80% 1.06% 2.45% 10.23% M 

Balanced Portfolio* 4.25% 1.29% -0.12% n.a. 5.47% M 

Adventis Pan-Africa Equity 2.94% -0.04% 1.93% 5.96% 11.13% M 

Active Short Term Bond* 0.60% -0.06% 0.18% n.a. 0.72% M 

SB Convex 5.17% 8.12% 6.44% 5.69% 27.91% I 

SB Equity 10.07% 1.95% 4.34% 5.03% 22.97% I 

SB Flexible 4.09% 0.68% 1.10% 1.31% 7.34% I 

SB Bond 2.70% 1.49% 0.92% 0.52% 5.74% I 

Active Bond Plus 1.87% 0.80% -1.43% 1.19% 2.42% I 

European High Yield Bond 1.76% 1.26% 1.02% 2.11% 6.29% M 

Global Diversified 4.18% -0.95% 1.41% 2.99% 7.78% M 

Active Equity Selection 13.17% 5.34% 2.23% 5.91% 29.08% M 

Active Global Equity 10.24% 2.17% -0.27% 5.75% 18.78% M 

Active Market Neutral -0.26% -0.16% -1.66% -1.95% -3.99% M 

Flexible Bond 2.47% 1.05% 1.15% 0.94% 5.72% Q 

Cadence Strategic Asia 8.72% -1.80% 0.81% 7.24% 15.42% M 

Equilibrium 2.66% 0.84% 0.78% 1.06% 5.43% I 

Global Flexible Blend -1.94% -1.81% 1.85% -0.47% -2.40% Q 

Ginga Long/Short Japan -2.23% -1.06% -1.58% 4.10% -0.90% M 

Double Action Focus** n.a. n.a. 1.37% 0.96% 2.29% Q 
* Sub-Fund merged into CompAM FUND - Active Bond Plus on 30 August 2019.
** Launched on 10 April 2019.
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Active Emerging Credit
Active Emerging Credit Sub-fund is an unconstrained and well diversified portfolio which invests primarily 
in fixed income securities issued by corporate based and operating in emerging economies. The Sub-fund 
can also invest in emerging market government bonds, as local currency government and corporate bonds 
and local currency denominated supranational (such us World Bank and European Investment Bank) 
issues.  

In 2019 the Sub-fund Class M Share gained 6.95%. 

The Sub-fund managed to recover almost all the losses incurred in the previous year notwithstanding a 
higher than benchmark position in Argentina which unfortunately penalized the performance in the year. 
The average portfolio rating was IG throughout the year, duration was kept constant at around 4 years 
and the countries with the main allocation where Argentina, Brazil, Russia and Mexico. 

The following chart reports the VAR model of the Sub-fund, showing the maximum expected daily loss (red 
line), gain (blue line) and the actual performance (green columns).  
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Active Global Long/Short 
In 2019, its first full year as Active Global Long/Short, the Sub-fund’s Class M Share delivered a net return 
of -1.25%.  

The Sub-fund has an investment objective with the aim of achieving above-average long-term capital 
growth while respecting adequate diversification. For this purpose, the Sub-fund mainly invests in the 
following assets: shares and other equity related instruments of companies listed on stock exchanges 
worldwide; fixed interest and floating-rate securities, debt securities with a minimum average rating of 
BBB- or claims as well as other interest-bearing investments (including money-market instruments and, in 
particular, convertible bonds with warrants); sight deposits and deposits repayable on demand.  The Sub-
fund’s short exposure to the above assets are achieved via contract for differences (“CFDs”) and 
investment in listed index derivatives. No more than 10% of the Sub-fund’s assets may be invested in other 
UCITS eligible funds.  The Active Global Long/Short Sub-fund may invest up to 15% of its net assets in 
American depositary receipts and/or global depositary receipts.  Furthermore the Sub-fund may make 
considerable use of financial derivative instruments, for efficient portfolio management purposes, hedging 
purposes including currency hedging, and investment purposes, via active investment providing exposure 
to securities and money-market instruments. The range of possible derivatives  includes both exchange-
traded and OTC instruments and in particular call and put  options, futures, forwards, warrants, contracts 
for difference and swaps (such as total  return swaps, credit default swaps, credit spread swaps, interest-
rate swaps, index  swaps) on securities, interest rates and currencies as well as on other financial derivative 
instruments and financial indices. Based on the commitment approach, the Sub-fund’s risk exposure 
(including the risk exposure through the use of financial derivative instruments) amounts to a maximum 
of 210%.  
Since the beginning of the year, assets under management increased by +27.9% reaching a total Net Asset 
Value equal to 12.56 mln Eur at the end of 2019. 

Active Liquid Strategy 
The Sub-fund aims to seek a consistent absolute return while placing emphasis on the preservation of 
capital in the medium term. 

The allocation of the portfolio between the different asset classes (equities, convertible bonds, other 
corporate bonds, government bonds and money market instruments) may vary according to the 
Investment Manager’s expectations.  
Furthermore, the Sub-fund may make considerable use of derivative financial instruments (derivatives), 
or hedging purposes, in the interests of efficient portfolio management and as an active investment in 
securities and money market instruments and for currency hedging purposes. The range of possible 
derivatives includes both exchange-traded and OTC instruments and in particular call and put options, 
futures, forwards, warrants, contracts for difference and swaps (such as total return swaps, credit default 
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swaps, credit spread swaps, interest-rate swaps, index swaps ) on securities, interest rates and currencies 
as well as on other derivative financial instruments and financial indices.  
The Sub-fund’s total risk exposure (including the risk exposure through using financial derivatives) 
amounts to a maximum of 200%. The Sub-fund will seek to have an exposure to equities up to 105%.  
During the year, the Sub-fund delivered a positive return of 7.00% (Class M Share).  
The Investment Manager relies on ZEST S.A. as Investment Adviser for the management of the Sub-fund. 

Active European Credit 
The Active European Credit Sub-fund is an unconstrained and diversified portfolio, investing mainly in debt 
securities of issuers domiciled in or deriving a significant part of their revenue from Europe.  

In 2019, the Sub-fund Class M Share gained 7.27%. 

Portfolio positioning throughout the year was modified: we started the year with a barbell positioning 
consisting of between 45% and 35% of cash and cash equivalent (defined as bonds with less than 3Y 
maturity and a rating equal or above BBB+) while the balance was deployed to credits where we think 
there is a reasonable balance between risk and expected returns; during the year this positioning was 
modified by reducing the cash and cash equivalent portion of the portfolio to less than 25% as we 
increased the allocation to both financials and corporate credits. Following this approach we were able to 
deliver returns slightly above the Bloomberg Barclays Eur Aggregate Corporate Index.  

The chart reports the VAR model of the Sub-fund, showing the maximum expected daily loss (red line), 
gain (blue line) and the actual performance (green columns).  
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Active Dollar Bond 
The portfolio of the Sub-fund, denominated in dollars, has been invested mainly in corporate bonds, 
predominantly in emerging markets and in European high yield.  
In 2019, the Sub-fund Class M Share gained 10.23%. 
The Sub-fund performance was in line or slightly better than global credit indexes.  

Balanced Portfolio 
The Balanced Portfolio Sub-Fund has been launched in July 2008 for the benefit of the investors who want 
a balanced profile, with a manager diversification in one single Sub-fund. 
During 2019, the Sub-fund has been merged into Active Bond Plus. A the beginning of August 2019, a board 
resolution allowed the Sub-fund to temporarily deviate from its investment guidelines by realigning its 
assets in order to comply with the investment constraints of the receiving Sub-fund. At the end of August 
2019, the merger was successfully completed and the Sub-fund ceased to exist.  

Adventis Pan-Africa Equity  (formerly Equity Africa & Middle East)

The Adventis Pan-Africa Equity Sub-fund mainly invests directly in companies listed or getting the majority 
of their revenues or having the majority of their assets from African countries, as well as certificates 
representative of companies listed in African countries or getting the majority of their revenues or having 
the majority of their assets from African countries. The Sub-fund may invest no more than 10% of its net 
assets in UCITS and/or other UCIs; they have to be focused on African countries.  
The Sub-fund changed its investment policy and reference currency (from EUR to USD) during 2019. 
In the period between the end of August and year-end, the Class M Share returned +11.13%, with positive 
contributions coming from single stocks positions in African equities. 
Assets under management closed at 3.05 million Euro. 
The Investment Manager relies on Adventis SA (Pty) Ltd., Cape Town, South Africa, acting as Investment 
Adviser for the management of this Sub-fund. 

Active Short Term Bond 
The Active Short Term Bond Sub-fund invests in bonds or fixed income transferable securities issued by 
corporations, by countries’ treasuries and/or government agencies and/or by supranational organizations 
(such as EBRD or World Bank or the EIB). 

The Sub-fund was merged into the Active Bond Plus Sub-fund as of 30 August 2019. 

The Sub-fund returned 0.72% (class M Share) in 2019 before being merged. 
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SB Convex 
The SB Convex Sub-fund invests its assets in listed equities worldwide, debt securities, money markets 
instruments and deposits. Moreover the Sub-fund may invest up to 20% of its net assets in eligible assets 
with underlying gold such as but not limited thereto physically-backed exchange traded notes, physically-
backed exchange traded commodity. 
In 2019 the Sub-fund returned a positive performance of +27.91% (Class I Share).  
The Investment Manager relies on Alto Adige Banca S.p.A. - SÜDTIROL Bank AG as Investment Adviser for 
the management of this Sub-fund. 

SB Equity 
The SB Equity Sub-fund mainly invests in listed equities worldwide (such assets shall represent, under 
normal market conditions, between 30% and 100% of the Sub-fund’s net assets) as well as in other eligible 
assets such as, but not limited to, debt or debt securities, Money Market Instruments and deposits, 
without any geographical or economic restriction. The policy is realized mainly by investments in other 
UCITS.  
In 2019 the Sub-fund returned a positive performance of +22.97% (Class I Share).  
The Investment Manager relies on Alto Adige Banca S.p.A. - SÜDTIROL Bank AG as Investment Adviser for 
the management of this Sub-fund.   

SB Flexible 
The SB Flexible Sub-fund mainly invests in listed equities worldwide (such assets shall represent, under 
normal market conditions, between 15% and 60% of the Sub-fund’s net assets) as well as in other eligible 
assets such as, but not limited to, debt or debt securities, Money Market Instruments and deposits, 
without any geographical or economic restriction. The policy is realized mainly by investments in other 
UCITS.  
In 2019, the Sub-fund returned a positive performance of +7.34% (Class I Share).  
The Investment Manager relies on Alto Adige Banca S.p.A. - SÜDTIROL Bank AG as Investment Adviser for 
the management of this Sub-fund.   
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SB Bond 
The SB Bond Sub-fund mainly invests in debt securities of any country of issuance even low rated and may 
also invest up to 10% of its net assets in listed equities worldwide. The policy is realized mainly by 
investments in other UCITS.  
In 2019, the Sub-fund had a positive performance of +5.74% (Class I Share).  
The Investment Manager relies on Alto Adige Banca S.p.A. - SÜDTIROL Bank AG as Investment Adviser for 
the management of the Sub-fund.   

Active Bond Plus 
The Active Bond Plus Sub-fund mainly invests (directly or indirectly) in debt securities of any country of 
issuance even low rated and invests up to 20% of its net assets in listed equities worldwide. The Sub-fund 
may also use, for the purpose of efficient portfolio management and proxy hedging, currency forwards 
and options, as well as listed futures (and related options) on government bonds, equities, interest rates 
and currencies. 

In 2019, the Sub-fund Class I Share gained 2.42%. 

The bond portion of the Sub-fund contributed approximately 2/3 to the 2019 performance, while the 
equity portion of it delivered the remaining 1/3. 

European High Yield Bond
The European High Yield Bond Sub-fund invests up to 100% in bonds or other fixed income transferable 
securities issued by corporations, by countries’ treasuries and/or government agencies and/or by 
supranational organizations, such as EBRD or World Bank or the EIB, domiciled in or deriving a significant 
part of their revenues from Europe, and which rating may be below investment grade. 
The Sub-fund may invest up to 75% of its net assets in non-investment grade and unrated securities, 
including bonds issued in European Emerging Countries. 
The minimum average rating calculated based on the Bloomberg Composite of the rated securities and 
cash of the Sub-fund net asset value in which the European High Yield Bond Sub-fund invests shall be B. 
The Investment Manager allocates its own internal rating to the unrated securities in which the European 
High Yield Bond Sub-fund invests. The minimum average internal rating of those securities shall be B. 

In addition the Sub-fund may invest up to 20% of the Sub-fund’s net assets in debt securities issues, whose 
issued amount is lower than 100 million Euro or equivalent; issued by corporations, by countries’ 
treasuries and/or government agencies and/or by supranational organizations, such as EBRD or World 
Bank or the EIB, domiciled in or deriving a significant part of their revenues from Western Europe, which  
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rating may be below investment grade. In addition, the Sub-fund may also invest up to 10% of its net assets 
in listed equities, equity related-securities and derivatives worldwide. The European High Yield Bond Sub-
fund may further invest up to 10% of its net asset value in distressed securities and securities in default. 
Investments in contingent convertibles (“CoCos”) shall not exceed 20% of its net asset value. 

The Sub-fund maintains a currency exposure to the Euro of at least 70%, using hedging techniques where 
necessary.  
In 2019 the Sub-fund delivered a positive return of +6.29% (class M Share). 

The Investment Manager relies on Patrimony 1873 S.A. as Investment Adviser for the management of the 
Sub-fund. 

Global Diversified 
The Sub-fund invests a percentage between 20% and 100% of its assets in debt securities issued by 
corporations, by countries’ treasuries and/or government agencies and/or by supranational organizations 
(such as EBRD or World Bank or the EIB) of any country of issuance even Emerging Markets, even low and 
not rated. More specifically, the Global Diversified Sub-fund may invest up to 10% of its assets in not rated 
bonds. The investment of the Global Diversified Sub-fund in not rated together with low rated bonds will 
in no case exceed 30% of its assets. In addition the Global Diversified Sub-fund may invest up to 40% in 
UCITS and/or other UCIs. The Global Diversified Sub-fund may also invest up to 50% of its net assets in 
listed equities or equities related securities worldwide (such as certificates representative of equities or 
equity indices). The Global Diversified Sub-fund may, on an exceptional and temporary basis, hold up to 
100% of its assets in cash and cash equivalents. 
In 2019, the Sub-fund returned a positive performance of +7.78% for the Class M Share.  
Assets under management were 29.93 million Euro at year end. 
The Investment Manager relies on Amaranto Investment SIM S.p.A. as Investment Adviser for 
the management of the Sub-fund. 

Active Equity Selection 
The Active Equity Selection Sub-fund invests primarily in financial derivatives and a concentrated number 
of equities listed or issued in the European Union with a bottom-up approach to stock selection. 
The Active Equity Selection Sub-fund seeks to have an exposure to the above mentioned European equities 
or equity-related securities that range between 75% and 100% of its net assets by using mainly, although 
not exclusively, financial derivative instruments. Financial derivatives instruments used for such purposes 
mainly, but not exclusively, consist of futures on Eurostoxx 50, futures on Eurostoxx 600, ETFs replicating 
the performance of Eurostoxx 50 and Eurostoxx 600. The Sub-fund does not hedge currency risk for 
equities denominated in currencies other than the Euro. 
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In 2019, the Sub-fund’s Class M Share delivered a positive return of +29.08%. It was the fourth full year 
with the current investment strategy. The Sub-fund outperformed its benchmark for the fourth full year 
in a row, the EURO STOXX 50 Net Return EUR, by 88 basis points. 
Assets under management at the end of 2019 stood at 13.59 mln EUR. 

Active Global Equity 
The Active Global Equity Sub-fund targets an outperformance of the MSCI world index hedged in EUR, by 
taking exposure to equity markets via indexes and single stocks. 
In 2019, the Sub-fund delivered a positive performance of +18.78% (Class M Shares. Since inception of the 
new strategy the Sub-fund underperformed its benchmark by -4.12%. The portfolio manager’s is entering 
2020 with a view that develops equity markets still too expensive and maintains a prudent approach, being 
slightly underweight versus the benchmark.  
AUM stood at 27.61 million Euro as of year-end. 

Active Market Neutral 
The Active Market Neutral Sub-fund invests primarily in equities listed or issued in the European Union 
actively managing directional exposure to the equity market via portfolio risk management techniques 
carried out with discretional hedging. The purpose of this Sub-fund is to achieve returns similar to the long 
run returns available in the equity markets, with reasonable volatility and a limited drawdown risk. 
On 19 December 2018 the Board of Directors of the Fund informed shareholders that, following massive 
redemptions in the Sub-fund, it has decided to liquidate the invested portfolio of the Sub-fund in order to 
keep all the assets in cash and cash equivalents, in their best interest and in accordance with the provisions 
of the Prospectus. In February 2019, the Board of Directors of the Fund assessed the situation and decided 
to re-launch the Sub-fund starting from March 1, 2019. As the end of 2019, the assets under management 
of the Sub-fund stood at EUR 860K. During 2019, the Sub-fund delivered a negative performance of -3.99% 
(Class M Shares) for the year.  

Flexible Bond 
The Flexible Bond Sub-fund mainly invests (directly or indirectly) in debt and/or debt related securities of 
any country of issuance even low rated. The Flexible Bond Sub-fund may also invest (directly or indirectly) 
up to 30% of its net assets in listed equities or listed equity-related securities worldwide and/or in asset-
backed securities and/or mortgage-backed securities. 
Investments in asset-backed securities and/or mortgage-backed securities don’t however not represent 
more than 20% of the assets of the Flexible Bond Sub-fund. On an ancillary basis, the Flexible Bond Sub- 
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fund may be able to invest in other eligible assets other than debt or debt related securities such as, but 
not limited to, time deposits and Money Market Instruments. No more than 10% of the assets of the 
Flexible Bond Sub-fund may in aggregate be invested in units or shares of other UCITS and/or UCIs. 
During 2019, the Sub-fund delivered a positive return (Class Q Share) of +5.72%. 

Cadence Strategic Asia 
The Sub-fund’s objective is to target returns in excess of nominal Asian GDP growth (gross domestic 
product) over the medium to long term. It does so by investing in a concentrated portfolio of companies  

capable of sustaining high economic returns and which are undervalued in relation to their future cash 
generating ability. The Sub-fund’s investment strategy is unconstrained by any benchmark index and is 
focused on achieving absolute returns over the longer term. The unconstrained and concentrated nature 
of the Sub-fund means that over shorter time periods, its returns are likely to diverge meaningfully from 
the performance of conventional benchmark indices. 
In 2019, the Sub-fund returned a positive performance of +15.42% (Class M Share). For reference, the 
MSCI Asia ex Japan index generated a gain of 22.62% when measured in Euros. 
Assets under management at the end of 2019 stood at 99.95 mln Eur. 
The Investment Manager relies on Cadence Investment Partners LPP, Edinburgh, acting as Investment 
Adviser for the management of this Sub-fund. 

Equilibrium 
The Equilibrium Sub-fund invests principally in UCITS and/or other UCIs, including in other Sub-funds of 
the Fund or others Sub-funds managed by the same investment manager. The  Equilibrium  Sub-fund 
invests  its  assets,  either  directly  or indirectly,  in  listed  equities  (such  assets  shall  represent,  under 
normal  market conditions,  between  0%  and 55%  of  the  Sub-fund’s net assets) as well as in other eligible 
assets such as, but not limited to, debt securities, Money Market Instruments, deposits, etc. The  
Equilibrium  Sub-fund  may  further  invest  in  securities  issued  by companies investing in or managing 
real estate assets or which are active in the real estate  field. Investment shall be made without any 
geographical or economic restriction. The maximum management fees that may be charged to both the 
Sub-fund and to the UCITS and/or other UCIs in which the Equilibrium Sub-fund may invest shall not exceed 
4.90 % of the Equilibrium Sub-fund's net assets. In addition, the Equilibrium Sub-fund may invest up to 
20% of its net assets in eligible assets with underlying commodities such as, but not limited thereto, 
physically-backed exchange traded notes, physically-backed exchange traded commodity.  
2019 was the third year of trading for the Equilibrium Sub-fund strategy and the first full year of operation. 
In 2019, the Sub-fund delivered a positive performance of +5.43% (Class I Share). At the end of the year, 
assets under management stood at 15.83 mln Eur. 
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Global Flexible Blend 
The  investment  process  is  aimed  at  creating  added  value  by  implementing  the  investment policy by 
the Investment Manager. The investment style is flexible with a total return goal. The  Global  Flexible 
Blend  Sub-fund  invests  between  20%  and  100%  of  its  net  assets in listed equities or equities related 
securities worldwide, such as but not limited to certificates representative of equities or equity indices. 
The Global Flexible Blend Sub-fund may also invest a percentage up to 80% of its assets  in  debt  securities 
issued  by  corporations,  by  countries’  treasuries  and/or  government agencies and/or by supranational 
organizations, such as EBRD or World Bank or the EIB, of any country of issuance, even Emerging Markets. 

Investments in bonds may be made in low and/or not rated bonds. Low rated bonds are deemed to be 
bonds which investment grade is below BB.  More specifically, the Global  Flexible  Blend  Sub-fund  may  
invest  up  to  15%  of  its  assets  in  not  rated  bonds.  The investments of the Global Flexible Blend Sub-
fund in not rated together with low rated bonds, which can include investments in distressed securities 
and securities in default up to 5%, will in no case exceed 30% of its assets.   
In 2019 the Sub-fund delivered a negative performance of -2.40% (Class Q Share). 

Ginga Long/Short Japan 

The investment objective of the Ginga Long/Short Japan Sub-fund is to achieve above-average long-term 
capital growth with limited risks while ensuring an adequate investment diversification, primarily by 
achieving long and short exposure to equities issued by companies having their principal domicile in Japan. 
The Sub-fund is co-managed by Compass Asset Management S.A., Switzerland, that takes care of investing 
the liquidity and performing the currency hedging into euro of the Sub-fund and Stats Investment 
Management Co. Ltd., Japan, that operates the Equity Long/Short Japan strategy.  
2019 was the second year of trading for the Sub-fund Ginga Long/Short Japan strategy and the first full 
year of operation. During the year, the Sub-fund delivered a negative performance of -0.90% (Class M 
Share). At the end of the year, assets under management stood at 11.44 Eur mln. 

Double Action Focus 
The  investment  process  is  aimed  at  creating  added  value  by  implementing  the  investment policy by 
the Investment Manager. The Double Action Focus Sub-fund invests its assets, either directly or indirectly, 
in listed equities (such assets shall represent, under normal market conditions, between 40% and 100% of 
the Double Action Sub-fund’s net assets) as well as in other eligible assets such as, but not limited to, debt 
securities having a minimum average rating of BBB-, Money Market Instruments, deposits, etc. 
Investments shall be made without any geographical or economic restriction. On an ancillary basis, the  
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Double Action Focus Sub-fund invests, directly and/or indirectly through other UCITS or UCIs in Russia and 
China.  Investments in these countries will not exceed 20% of the net assets of the Double Action Focus 
Sub-fund. The Double Action Focus Sub-fund may also invest directly and/or indirectly through other 
UCITS  or  UCIs  up  to  20%  in  aggregate  of  its  net  assets  value  in  emerging  markets of Latin America, 
Far East and Europe Middle East and Africa (“EMEA”). 2019 was the first year of trading for the Double 
Action Focus strategy. In the period starting from 10 April 2019 until the end of the year, the Sub-fund 
delivered a positive performance of +2.29% (Class Q Shares). At the end of the year assets under 
management stood at 2.96 Eur mln. 
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Board of Directors Report- Outlook for 2020 
 
Looking backwards at the year just passed, we can say that 2019 was a year characterized by strong 
positive returns for most asset classes in an environment of accommodative central banks, slowing global 
growth and a stronger US dollar. These positive results occurred notwithstanding a generalized negative 
earnings growth trend. Consequently, in the Developed world, and the US in particular, the re-rating of 
equity markets, with prices up and earning flat, was pretty significant. After a difficult 2018, in 2019 we 
witnessed valuations coming back to extreme level, especially in certain segments of the market such as 
quality growth stocks and the technology sector. Usually, markets tend to overshoot in either direction. 
So, it is too early to call current markets a toppish. We can feel more constructive towards certain areas 
long term ex-ante returns are still at reasonable levels such as the “value” stocks, Japan and certain areas 
of Europe. Besides developed markets, one area where we see opportunities is the Asian equities ex-Japan 
complex. In this region, another year of improving fundamentals together with an underperformance 
compared to DM due to the strong US dollar create a favorable environment for stock picking with a value 
investor mind-set. The relative cheapness of EM, especially Asia, compared to DM makes us feel more 
constructive on EM equities for the coming year, especially should the commodities prices stabilize at 
current levels and the USD weakness resume. Nevertheless, the mounting geopolitical issues make 
differentiation essential when investing in EM. Concerning DM equities, we feel that some uncertainties 
on the slowing global growth and the political agenda with the US elections in November, might bring 
again some volatility in the asset class in 2020.      
 
Turning to fixed income assets, as mentioned, government bonds delivered excellent returns in spite of 
years of a very low interest rates environment. Still, real rates are low compared to history and there are 
some risks that we might have to face a scenario of rising inflation in the coming years. Therefore, it is 
difficult to envision attractive returns in government bonds, especially when rates are negative across the 
European government bond yield curves. After over 30 years bull market in rates, we feel that in 2020 the 
risks in fixed income are skewed again on the downside. We believe that keeping short durations and some 
steepening exposure are still a valid strategy in the current environment.  
 
As far as credit markets are concerned we are still constructive on global investment grade but selectively 
so. European and US high yield market reached very tight levels while emerging market debt present a 
more diverse scenario with some areas, such as Latam, which look decently attractive to us, although 
selectively, mainly based on valuations.    
 
Since the year end, we have seen the development of the coronavirus covid-19 outbreak initially in China 
and now reaching most continents. At present it is not possible to assess the detailed impact of the 
emerging risk, on the companies in our portfolio but there is growing concern about the impact on the 
world economy. There has been a significant correction in the financial markets in the last few weeks. The 
Board of Directors of the Fund and the Investment Manager continue to watch the efforts of governments 
to contain the spread of the virus and monitor the economic impact, if any, on the companies in our 
portfolio. 
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While we are looking forward to continue our efforts in 2020, we wish to thank here all the personnel at 
Compass Asset Management S.A., State Street Bank International GmbH, Luxembourg Branch, MDO 
Management Company S.A., Deloitte Audit S.à.r.l., Arendt & Medernach S.A. and, of course, all the 
distributors and investors in the Fund for their support and cooperation. 
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